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(54) Cleaning utensil

(57) Cleaning utensil comprised of a tubular handle
(1) with a deformable bulb (2) mounted on one of its
ends, while on the opposite end is mounted a head (4)
with bristles (5). The bulb (2) has an orifice (3) in its wall
and is separated from the handle by a partition (7) pro-
vided with a communication orifice (8). The head (4) is
also provided with an orifice (6) communicating it with
the handle (1).
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Description

[0001] The present utility model relates to a cleaning
utensil of the type comprising a head with bristles and
a handle or grip.
[0002] More specifically, the utensil of the invention is
one of those known as "brushes", in which the handle
is relatively short. These utensils are conceived as aux-
iliary elements for washing cooking vessels, cleaning
toilets, etc. In any case, cleaning is performed by adding
a cleaning product, generally in liquid form and with a
greater or lesser density, so that the product container
must be used to pour the desired amount of detergent
on the head of the brush or on the item to be washed.
[0003] The object of the present invention is a clean-
ing utensil of the above-described type, constructed
such that it can also be used as a receptacle and dis-
penser for the detergent or cleaning product, so that it
is not necessary to have a separate container and pour
the cleaning product.
[0004] The cleaning utensil of the invention comprises
a tubular handle with a deformable bulb mounted on one
end allowing to push air through the handle, while on
the opposite end is mounted the head with the bristles,
closing the handle, provided with a small outlet orifice
communicating the inside of said handle with the sur-
face of the head from which the bristles extend.
[0005] With this construction, the handle defines a re-
ceptacle for the cleaning product.
[0006] The deformable bulb is provided on its wall with
a through orifice, so that when one wishes to apply a
pressure on the inside of the tubular handle to eject the
detergent through orifice of the bristle head it is sufficient
to cover the bulb orifice and compress it. On the contra-
ry, when one does not wish to supply detergent to the
bristle head it is sufficient to not cover the bulb orifice,
so that even it the bulb is deformed when handling the
utensil there is no overpressure created inside the han-
dle and the detergent is not caused to exit.
[0007] The bristle head can be mounted by pressure
on the corresponding end, and the bulb can be mounted
in the same manner. These components can also be
screwed on attached by any other means to the handle.
[0008] The tubular handle may be straight or have any
configuration, according to the application of the utensil,
and may be made of plastic material, steel, etc.
[0009] The characteristics and advantages of the
utensil of the invention will be made clearer by the fol-
lowing description made with reference to the accom-
panying drawing, which shows a diametric cross-sec-
tion of a non-limiting example of an embodiment.
[0010] The utensil shown in the accompanying draw-
ing comprises a handle or grip 1 with a tubular structure,
with a bulb 2 with a deformable wall mounted on one of
its ends, with an through orifice 3 made in its wall. On
the opposite end of the handle 1 is mounted a head 4
with bristles 5. The head 4 closes the corresponding end
of the handle 1 and has a small orifice 6.

[0011] The end of the handle 1 on which the bulb 2 is
mounted will preferably be partially closed by a cover or
disc 7 having a small through orifice 8.
[0012] With the described construction the handle 1
constitutes a receptacle meant to hold a liquid or semi-
liquid detergent or cleaning product. This receptacle is
filled by removing the bulb 2 and the cover or disc 7. The
contents of the receptacle 1 will not spill out accidentally
because of the small size of the orifices 6 and 8 of the
bristle head 4 and the disc or cover 7.
[0013] Whenever a cleaning operation is performed,
the user can squeeze the bulb 2 and close the orifice 3,
causing a pressure increase through the orifice 8 in the
handle 1 that can propel the detergent or cleaning prod-
uct contained therein through the orifice 6. Depending
on the deformation of the bulb produced there will be a
greater or lesser supply of cleaning product on the sur-
face of the head 4 covered with the bristles 5.
[0014] If the orifice 3 is not closed, even if the bulb 2
is deformed the product contained in the handle 1 will
not be propelled through the outlet orifice 6. Thus, the
orifice 3 of the bulb 2 acts as a valve when it is closed,
for example by a finger, preventing air from exiting, while
when it is uncovered it allows air to enter or exit freely.
[0015] Depending on the pressure with which the bulb
is deformed and the time during which this pressure is
exerted, a greater or lesser amount of detergent will exit
through the orifice 6.
[0016] The head 4 can be attached by pressure on
the handle 1. For example, the wall of the handle 1 can
have a peripheral collar 9 in which an annular rib of the
head 4 is inserted, to obtain a secure attachment. The
same system can be used to attach the bulb 2, which
may have a segment 10 of its wall adjacent to the largest
opening provided with a thread for attaching it to the
handle 1.
[0017] Both the head 4 and the bulb 2 can be attached
to the handle 1 by any other system.
[0018] The disc 7 can be independent of the bulb 2
and be retained by an inner lip of said bulb against the
adjacent edge of the wall of the handle 1.

Claims

1. Cleaning utensil comprised of a head (4) with bris-
tles (5) and a handle (1) or grip, characterised in
that the handle (1) has a tubular configuration and
has a deformable bulb (2) mounted on one of its
ends, which can push air through the handle, while
on the opposite end is mounted the head (4) with
bristles (5), which closes the handle and is provided
with a small outlet orifice (6) communicating the in-
side of the aforementioned handle with the surface
of the head beyond which extend the bristles, said
handle (1) defining a receptacle for containing a
cleaning product that is impelled through the outlet
orifice (6) of the head (4) with bristles by creating
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an overpressure in said receptacle when the bulb
(2) is actuated.

2. Utensil according to claim 1, characterised in that
the deformable bulb (2) has a through orifice (3) on
its wall.

3. Utensil according to claim 1, characterised in that
the handle (1) is closed on the end where the bulb
(2) is attached by a cover or disc (7) having a small
through orifice (8) communicating the bulb with the
inside of the handle.
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